Quilt As You Go‐Go 2 Hour Quilt
Extra‐Strippy Version
An original pattern by Allison Lee, The Go‐Go Quilter
Finished size 40”x40”

Description:
Another perfect quilt for a last minute baby gift, wall hanging, or charity quilt! Take just 2 hours and finish
something beautiful and personal; gain a feeling of satisfaction from completing a quilt. With an extra‐ strippy
twenty stripe design and self binding, make only 7 trips to your sewing machine for a finished quilt! You might not
make your very first 2 Hour Quilt As You Go‐Go in 2 hours. There is a learning curve, but soon you’ll be finishing
this Quilt As You Go‐Go right on schedule! You will need to keep moving at a good pace to get your quilt made in
two hours.
Notes:
‐Read all instructions before beginning. The difference between this tutorial and my 90 Minute Quilt tutorial is
the method of centering the first strips on your quilt sandwich. Because there are 10 stripes instead of 9, it was
necessary to develop a different centering method. You’ll still piece from the center outward, but first you’ll join
your 5 th and 6th strips. So if you’ve already made a 90 Minute Quilt As You Go‐Go, you’re set! Some images are
pulled from my tutorial 90 Minute Quilt As You Go‐Go. Why does this quilt take 2 hours instead of 90 minutes?
Well, it’s 40”x40” instead of 36”x36” and there are 10 stripes instead of 9. Also, each stripe is made up of 2 strips
sewn together. These differences account for the extra time needed.
‐Bobbin winding, needle changing, threading, any machine maintenance, snacking, bathroom breaks, phone calls,
and/or social media postings are not included in the 2 hour allotment.
‐Except for fabric and batting preparation (and glue basting, if you decide to use it), there is no ironing.
‐Acronyms:
WOF – width of fabric (distance from selvage to selvage)
WST – wrong sides together
RST – right sides together
WSU – wrong side up
RSU – right side up
‐All seams allowances are ¼ “unless otherwise noted.
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Step 1: Prepare
In step 1, you will gather your supplies and prepare your quilt sandwich and strips for piecing/quilting.
Supplies
o Top: (20) accurately cut 2 ½“ x WOF or 40” strips (I used 10 from a Southern Fabric mixed designer jelly roll,
plus 10 white strips I cut myself). *It will be faster if you go ahead and cut all of your strips to 40” now. Any
slight mismatches at the beginning or end of strips will be hidden by the binding.
‐You could use half a jelly roll, or 20 strips you cut from your stash. To maximize efficiency, make 2 of these
quilts at a time, using an entire jelly roll and twice the amount of backing and batting! To mix things up, use a
different backing fabric for your second quilt and/or change around the order of your stripes.
‐You could also exchange half jelly rolls with a friend and make two completely different quilts! This is a great
project for a sewing workshop or retreat.
o Backing: 1 ¼ yards fabric, pressed into quarters, WST (no need to trim off selvages – this will be done later).
Note: your backing fabric WOF must measure 43” minimum. If it’s 42” or less, you may have to sew on a
separate binding instead of using self‐binding.
o Batting: Pressed, exactly cut 40”x40” low loft /thin cotton batting, and then pressed into quarters. Note:
cutting accuracy is most important for the batting! I like to rough cut a 42” square, fold and press it into
quarters, and then trim the two unfolded sides just a hair beyond the 20” line on my cutting mat. Do not
cut the folds or you will need to use batting tape to reconstruct your 40”x40” batting! You can also use
Franken‐batting – pieces of batting joined together. Make sure to orient the joins perpendicular to the
quilt’s stripes.
o Walking foot
o Flat head straight pins
o Quilting safety pins
o Batting tape
o Bobbin thread to match backing fabric
o Sewing machine and basic sewing, rotary cutting, and ironing supplies
o Very Helpful Extras: Washable Elmer’s Glue, 50 pack of Clover red binding clips. Glue basting the binding
corners results in the most accurate mitering, and I use clips to secure the rest of the binding. You can of
course pin instead, or glue baste the entire binding. Instructions for all three methods are included.
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Decide On Your Layout
Arrange your 20 strips in an order that pleases you and label if you wish (pic below). It helps to take a picture to
refer back to, because you are piecing/quilting from the center outwards. Next you will piece your strips into
pairs.

Prepare Your Strips
Stitch long sides together: 10 pairs of 2 strips (I paired each pink strip with a white strip) (below left A). Sew fast and
chain piece to save time. Press seams open (below left B). Trim the strips to 40” long (below left C) (If you haven’t
started with 40” strips to begin with). Your strips should now measure 4 ½” x 40” each. Gently press strip in half,
matching short raw edges. The folds will help you keep your pinned and sewn strips correctly and evenly spaced and
th
centered. Take your 5th and 6 strips, which are the center strips, and stitch long sides together and RST (below
right). To save time, I do this while I’m at the sewing machine piecing all the strips, so it’s all done in one step.
For instructional and illustration purposes, this was done in two steps. This seam will become the center seam of
your quilt. In your first trip to the sewing machine, you will be stitching in the ditch your pieced 5th / 6th strips to
your quilt sandwich.
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Prepare Your Quilt Sandwich
‐Unfold and smooth out your backing on a good sized flat table, WSU.
‐Place folded batting on top of backing center (where pressed lines intersect) (below left) and match the pressed
fold lines.
‐Unfold in one direction and shift batting around to match pressed fold lines.
‐Unfold in other direction and finish matching along both lines. Your batting is now centered on your backing. All
of your pressed fold lines should match up (below right).

Center and Pin Your First Strip
Place pieced 5th / 6th strip on batting/backing center, RSU, making sure pressed fold lines match (below left and
right). Pin strip to sandwich using 7 flat head pins about 1 ½” from the center seam (feel free to use more pins)
(below left). Pin from the center outward. Bury the sharp ends of the pins into the quilt so you won’t be stabbed
later.
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Smooth flat all layers, moving toward the backing’s raw top edge. Beginning approximately an inch above the
pieced strip’s raw edge, quickly pin five rows of quilting safety pins, alternating five pins and four pins in a row
(pic below).

Rotate quilt 180 degrees, and smooth out any wrinkles and lumps towards the backing’s raw edge. Safety pin
batting to backing, just as you did for the other side (pic below).
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Now roll both quilt sides toward center, leaving center seam exposed for stitching in the ditch (pic below).

Step 2: Sew
To summarize step 2, you will make 5 separate trips to your sewing machine to complete the piecing/quilting.
The first time, you will stitch in the ditch to secure the 5th / 6th pieced strip to the quilt sandwich. Each time after
that, you will pin two strips, return to your machine and quilt one pinned strip, rotate the sandwich 180 degrees,
and then quilt a second pinned strip. Return to your table to remove safety pins, smooth all layers flat, and pin
two more strips for another sewing trip.
1st Trip
‐Sit at your machine, quilt draped over your left shoulder. The pins’ sharp ends should be facing toward your
machine so they are easier to remove. Your machine should be set to the highest speed you feel comfortable
with for stitching in the ditch.
‐Stitch in the ditch (left pic): Starting approximately ¼” from the top, sew the first 10‐15 stitches at .10 stitch
length (right pic). Change your stitch length to 2.5 and continue to stitch in the ditch, until you reach about 1/3”
from the bottom. Change stitch length to .10 and sew 10‐15 stitches to finish the seam. I do not bury threads. The
tiny stitch length acts as a knot, and the self‐binding catches the stitches. If you have a Bernina, set your #2 zigzag
stitch to 0 width and .10 length. Leave your #1 straight stitch at 2.5 length. When sewing, press #2 for your first
and last 10‐15 stitches, and #1 for your regular stitch length. This takes a minute or more off your time.
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Pin Your Second Set of Strips
Return your quilt to the table and unroll flat. Smooth your stitched‐in‐the‐ditch 5th /6th strip flat. Place 4th strip
on center strip, RST, making sure pressed fold lines match. Also double check you have the correct color strip
matched up, especially if you use a white stripe like I did. Pin strip using 5 flat head pins about ¼” from the top
edge (feel free to use more pins) (below left). Pin from the center outward. I do not pin at the very beginning or
the very end of the strip because I’m going to match those up at the sewing machine anyway. Bury the sharp
ends of the pins into the quilt so you won’t be stabbed later. Rotate quilt 180 degrees and place and pin 7th strip
on center strip, RST, making sure pressed fold lines match (below right). Now roll both quilt sides toward center,
leaving one pinned strip exposed for sewing.

2nd Trip
‐Sit at your machine, quilt draped over your left shoulder. The pins’ sharp ends should be facing toward your
machine. Your machine should be set to the highest speed. You are no longer stitching in the ditch, but simply
sewing/quilting with a ¼” seam allowance.
‐Starting approximately ¼” from the top, sew the first 10‐15 stitches at .10 stitch length (pic below). Change your
stitch length to 2.5 and continue to sew, fast, until you reach about 1/3” from the bottom. Change stitch length
to .10 and sew 10‐15 stitches to finish the seam. I do not bury threads. The tiny stitch length acts as a knot, and
the self‐binding catches the stitches.
‐Remove your quilt from the machine and rotate it 180 degrees, re‐rolling the quilt so you can access the next
strip to sew. Sew that strip just as you did the previous one.
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Pin Your Second Set of Strips
‐Lay your quilt out flat on the table, stripes horizontal.
‐BEFORE flipping open the sewn strip, REMOVE and discard the closest row of safety pins (below left). This will
help prevent you from sewing safety pins INTO the quilt (ask me how I know).
‐Now flip open the sewn strip and smooth fabric and batting away from you. Make sure your quilt is flat with no
puckering. Because you are not ironing, you always want to smooth the quilt flat, away from you. Pin your next
strip (right pic). Make sure to use those pressed folds to accurately line up the strips.
‐Rotate your quilt 180 degrees, REMOVE closest row of safety pins before opening that second sewn strip.
‐Flip open this sewn strip and smooth fabric and batting away from you.
‐Align and pin your next strip. Your second set of strips is now ready to sew.
‐Fold/roll the quilt and return to your sewing machine for the 3rd trip.
‐Sew both these strips, and return your quilt to the table.

This is what your quilt will look like after the 3rd trip to your sewing machine:

‐Repeat removing the closest row of safety pins and smoothing the sewn strip open. Pin your next set
of strips and return for your 4th and 5th trips to your sewing machine. Your quilted top is now
complete! All you have left to do is a bit of trimming and quick binding.
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Step 3: Trim
Since fabric and batting are flexible, chances are there has been some stretching or distortion during
piecing/quilting which needs to be squared up. You may need to trim excess fabric or batting, or you may need to
add some batting back in, depending on how much fabric is overhanging and how much it bothers you. On a busy
quilt like this I might just trim off a ¼” fabric overhang. On a solids quilt, I would probably add batting, because a
significantly thinner stripe would be more noticeable. Consider your time table too.
Fabric Excess
First flip your quilt over so the back is facing up and the stripes run vertically. Fold the backing down, exposing the
batting and top (pic). If there are small pieces of fabric sticking out, carefully trim those with scissors. This is
exactly why you started sewing ¼” from the top of the batting. You will be less likely to cut into backing fabric by
accident. If you do cut the backing fabric by accident, you will need to trim the entire quilt and attach a separate
binding instead of using self binding. I’ve had to do it before and it sucks.

Batting Excess
Flip your quilt over to the front and smooth it out. If you have excess batting (left pic), you’ll want to trim it off so
your quilt is square. Fold the backing under the quilt so you won’t cut into it (middle pic). Use your ruler and
rotary cutter to accurately trim excess batting. Line the ruler up with the stripe, which will measure 4 ¼” wide
since it is an edge stripe (right pic).
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Batting shortage
In the case of batting shortage at a vertical stripe’s edge, use batting tape (follow package instructions) to add a
strip of batting (below left), and then trim the excess (below right) – making sure to fold the backing under so you
don’t cut that too!

With trimming complete, smooth out your quilt sandwich and trim the backing to 1” all the way around (below
left). You may have small ripples in the backing at seams (below right). These will disappear when your quilt is
bound.
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Step 4: Bind
I’ve included three different ways to temporarily secure your binding for sewing. My favorite is a combination. I
use binding clips on the entire quilt, plus glue basting at the corners. If you choose not to glue baste the corners,
you might want to use a stylus to help hold the miter in place as you sew around each corner.
Pinning (option 1)
Starting about one third in on your first side, fold the backing fabric in half so the raw edge touches the quilt
edge. Fold it over again and pin, making sure to bury the sharp end in the batting, just as you did when
piecing/quilting. When you get to your first corner, fold the neighboring side over diagonally (below left). Now
fold that new side in half, and then half again to create the miter. You may need to fiddle with this to get your
best miter. I find that pinning at a diagonal helps secure the corner (below right).

Binding Clips (option 2)
I do prefer to use binding clips for binding this quilt. A pack of 50 red is plenty. For me, they’re faster and don’t
stab me when handling the quilt during sewing. I use a clip at each seam (below left). Follow the above directions
for mitering and use a binding clip to secure the corner (below right).
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Glue Basting (option 3)
Glue basting will give you a nice sharp binding edge due to the pressing required. It may take a bit longer to
secure binding than pins or clips, but you save time at the machine by not having to stop and remove said pins
and clips. Also, it is a lot of fun to sew nearly nonstop and finish the binding in just a few minutes! Using an iron,
press the first binding fold (below left) and then run a thin line of glue as close to the edge of the quilt as you can
(below right). Do this one side at a time.

Fold over the binding and press, don’t iron, to dry the glue (below left). At the corners, prepare miter folds and
then put on a generous drop of glue and press (below right).
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‐Make your 7th and last trip to your sewing machine! I use my walking foot’s inner edge as the guide for sewing
on the binding, about 1/8” in (pic below).
‐Finish sewing the binding on, remove your quilt from the machine, and clip any loose threads.

Congratulations – you’ve just finished a quilt in record time! Enjoy your accomplishment! Have fun exploring the
many design possibilities and different color combinations you can use – and make sure to share pics of what
you’ve made with me ☺
Thanks for joining the Quilt As You Go‐Go movement
Vive La Revolution!
Allison Lee, The Go‐Go Quilter
www.thego‐goquilter.com
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